Introduction
[2] The discovery of the magnesium silicate perovskite (MgSiO 3 ) polymorph, post-perovskite [Murakami et al., 2004] has provided a major advance for interpreting seismological observations of the D 00 region of the lowermost mantle. The physical properties of this phase obtained by molecular dynamic computations, such as its Clapeyron slope [Tsuchiya et al., 2004] and elastic constants [e.g., Stackhouse et al., 2005] , have been invoked to account for a widely-observed 1 -3% shear velocity discontinuity at the top of D 00 [e.g., Wysession et al., 1998 ] and an increase in shear wave splitting for waves that penetrate into the D 00 layer [e.g., . Wysession and Solomatov [2005] note that if these seismological observations of D 00 are manifestations of the phase change, a combination of mineral physics and seismology results can provide absolute temperature information for the lower mantle; this would have broad impact on our understanding of mantle convection, the geodynamo, and thermal evolution of the planet.
[3] Hernlund et al. [2005] consider the implications of the large, positive value of the theoretically-predicted Clapeyron slope for the perovskite/post-perovskite phase transition, in combination with the likely presence of a steep thermal gradient in a thermal boundary layer at the base of the mantle . They propose a model in which perovskite transforms to postperovskite at the top of the D 00 region, producing a 2 -3% shear velocity increase about 250 km above the coremantle boundary (CMB), and then transforms back to perovskite in the thermal boundary layer, producing a 2 -3% shear velocity decrease tens of km above the CMB (Figure 1) . If actually observed, the double-discontinuity resulting from the double intersection of the geotherm with the phase boundary would constrain mantle temperature both above and within the boundary layer, thereby providing unprecedented information about the heat flux out of the core.
[4] Given its potential importance, we consider the possibility of detecting such a double velocity discontinuity model in real data. Theory and observations indicate that it will be quite hard to resolve a structure like that suggested by Hernlund et al. [2005] , and some of the observations they invoke in support of the hypothesis are actually not consistent with a double discontinuity model. However, detecting such structure may be viable using data processing methods such as double array stacking [Revenaugh and Meyer, 1997] 
Synthetic Waveforms
[5] Small, 2 -3% velocity discontinuities in the deep mantle like those in Figure 1 are difficult to detect by anything other than seismic wave reflections, which arrive as precursors to ScS reflections from the CMB. For precritical S-wave reflections, the amplitude of reflected waves is controlled primarily by the impedance contrast, which involves the difference of the products of velocity and density above and below the discontinuity. A positive or a negative 3% velocity jump with 1% density increase or decrease, respectively, will give about equal amplitude reflections, and both will be much smaller than ScS. Very few, if any, pre-critical reflection observations have been made for D 00 discontinuities. Instead, the detection of small lower mantle discontinuities has primarily involved wideangle, post-critical reflections for which large amplitude enhancements occur associated with triplication of the wavefield. This can increase the amplitude of ScS precursors to the extent that the arrivals are visible in individual waveforms. But, triplication and its large amplification effects only occur for discontinuities across which the velocity increases with depth. A velocity decrease will never triplicate, and pre-critical reflections are all that can be GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH LETTERS, VOL. 32, L24305, doi:10.1029 /2005GL024366, 2005 Copyright 2005 by the American Geophysical Union. 0094-8276/05/2005GL024366$05.00 observed for waves incident from above. This fundamental asymmetry due to wave interactions with velocity discontinuities of opposite sign ensures that detecting the deeper (velocity decrease) discontinuity in Figure 1 will be much more difficult than detecting the shallower (velocity increase) discontinuity.
[6] To quantify the challenge of detecting a doublediscontinuity structure, we compute synthetic waveforms for shear velocity models similar to those from Hernlund et al. [2005] using the reflectivity method of Müller [1985] . We present results for three models: the smooth standard Earth model PREM, which has no D 00 discontinuity; model DOUBLE, with shear-velocity increase and decrease of 2.9% at the top and bottom of a 225 km thick high velocity layer, respectively, the bottom of which is 46 km above the CMB; and similar model SINGLE that lacks the deeper velocity decrease, and simply has high velocity material extending to the CMB (Figure 1 ). Model SINGLE would correspond to a case in which the temperature at the CMB is low enough to remain within the post-perovskite field in Figure 1 , or an alternate model where the positive velocity increase is due to a chemical change or other effect.
[7] We compute SH waveform synthetic ground motions for a 500 km deep source with a focal mechanism having strong down-going SH radiation, for a distance range from 70°to 85°, typical of that for which triplication observations have been made. The synthetic waveforms are low-pass filtered using a corner frequency of 0.3 Hz, matching the bandwidth of the observations discussed below. Figure 2 shows sample broadband waveforms for the three models in Figure 1 (top row) and source-wavelet deconvolved displacements for increasing degree distances (lower rows). S and ScS phases are the dominant arrivals, with strong triplication phases appearing for both models SINGLE and DOUBLE. The latter energy refracts across the velocity increase and turns within the D 00 layer (Scd), arriving just ahead of energy that is post-critically reflected from the D1 discontinuity (Sbc). The Sbc arrival is phase-shifted, causing negative amplitude ground motion. Between the triplication phases (labeled D1 in Figure 2 ), and ScS, the negative amplitude pre-critical reflection from the deeper velocity decrease (D2) in model DOUBLE arrives, just ahead of the core reflection (labeled D2 in Figure 2 ). There is no counterpart to this in model SINGLE, which defines a reference baseline. These synthetics portray the asymmetric illumination of velocity increases versus velocity decreases for wide-angle geometries, more clearly seen in the insert in Figure 2 . Hernlund et al. [2005] showed synthetic waveforms as well, with more complicated source or receiver reverberations that can be confused with the reflection from the deeper discontinuity. Given typical background and signal-generated noise levels of actual data, it is generally unrealistic to hope to identify such small negative amplitude arrivals in individual seismograms, which suggests an array analysis. Negative amplitude arrivals in some data sets [e.g., Thomas et al., 2004] , are much larger than predicted for the D2 arrival for model DOUBLE, suggesting a different origin.
[8] Direct inspection of individual waveforms or waveform profiles to evaluate the double-discontinuity hypothesis is not promising (if any negative arrival is visible, it is likely due to a much larger velocity reduction such as in an Figure 1 . Top: Schematic pressure-temperature phase boundary for the perovskite (Pv) to post-perovskite (PPv) phase transition and possible lower mantle temperature profiles. The absolute temperature at the CMB is uncertain by ±500°C, but there is likely to be some temperature increase in a thermal boundary layer above the CMB. Depending on the relative position of the phase boundary and the thermal boundary layer structure, the phase boundary may be intercepted once, twice or not at all. Bottom: Double intersection, at points D1 and D2 could give rise to a velocity model like DOUBLE. D1 is the velocity effect of the Pv/PPv transition and D2 is from the PPv/Pv back-transition in the steep thermal gradient. Each discontinuity involves a 2.9% change in shear wave velocity. SINGLE is a model with only the Pv/PPv transition. Figure 2 . Synthetic broadband SH displacements and source-wavelet deconvolved impulse responses at several distances for models PREM, DOUBLE and SINGLE (Figure 1) . Phases generated by the D1 and D2 discontinuities are indicated by the dashed lines. Boxed insert: Blown-up section of the waveforms in the small boxes from DOUBLE and SINGLE models at 74.5°. Arrows indicate the reflected arrival from the velocity decrease, D2, and a multiple in the low velocity layer, D2m, for model DOUBLE which do not exist for model SINGLE. ultra-low velocity zone (ULVZ) [e.g., ). However, the ground motions for model DOUBLE do contain a small ScS precursor (D2) that can be enhanced by waveform stacking, as well as an arrival in the coda of ScS (D2m) caused by a multiple in the low velocity layer. We stack synthetics for the three models and compare them with similarly processed data to establish procedures needed for reliable detection of any deep mantle abrupt velocity decreases.
Waveform Stacks
[9] Double-array stacking [Revenaugh and Meyer, 1997] involves computing differential times for a given 1D Earth model between possible reflections from a given depth and a reference phase, which in our case is ScS. Seismograms aligned on the reference phase are then shifted in time a corresponding amount and a sum of all traces for multiple source-receiver combinations is made for a given target depth. Repeating the procedure over many depths constructs an effective reflectivity profile relative to the reference phase turning depth (the CMB). This procedure preserves polarity, allowing either positive or negative amplitude features to stack up. The depth at which a reflector is imaged depends on the reference model, and all energy is treated as though it involves pre-critical reflection, not a triplicated wavefield. The S-velocity at the CMB is artificially extended downward into the core in order to consider multiple reflections above the CMB, which will appear at negative depths (they arrive after ScS).
[10] Double-array stacks for two models are shown in Figure 3 , with ScS amplitude normalized to unity (PREM only shows ScS and is not shown). Models SINGLE and DOUBLE both have large amplitude positive and negative features labeled D1 several hundred kilometers above the CMB. The large positive peak is from the constructive interference of Scd+Sbc, and the large negative is from the phase-shifted Sbc arrival, which projects into an apparent negative reflectivity feature closer to the CMB. The peaks are not at the same depth due to the difference in average structure between the velocity increase discontinuity and the CMB for the two models. The other differences between the stacks for the two discontinuity models are attributable to the velocity decrease reflections in DOUBLE. This produces two features in the double array stack; a very low amplitude negative peak about 80 km above the CMB (D2 Reflection), and a small positive peak at apparent depths greater than the CMB (D2 Multiple), which is produced by a multiple reflection within the low velocity layer at the base of the mantle. For these noise-free, 1D synthetics, the stacking procedure again dramatically displays the asymmetry of wave interactions with positive and negative velocity jumps; the triplication effects dwarf the pre-critical reflection.
[11] In order to assess whether the subtle differences displayed in the stacks of synthetics for SINGLE and DOUBLE have any prospect of being observable, we assess actual double-array data stacks for data that sample D 00 under the Cocos Plate (Figure 4) . The data used in these stacks are a subset of those used in and Thomas et al. [2004] , for data at distances less than 80°, such that Scd+Sbc is not too close to ScS to prevent resolving any intermediate arrival. While positive features are well-defined in the data stacks, supporting the presence of a velocity increase about 250 km above the CMB, the noise levels are such that it is not possible to confidently identify, or to preclude, any negative velocity discontinuity comparable in size to the velocity increase.
[12] This leaves the issue of what is the cause of the negative amplitude arrivals imaged as a negative reflector within D 00 in the study of Thomas et al. [2004] . A different Figure 3 . Double-array stacks of synthetic seismograms for models SINGLE and DOUBLE; a total of 40 traces are used to generate each stack. D1 refers to the feature associated with triplication arrivals Sbc and Sbc+Scd from the velocity increase. Features from the pre-critical reflection (D2) and internal multiple (D2m) associated with the D2 velocity decrease are also labeled. [2004] ). The features in the stack labeled Sbc+Scd, and Sbc, are generated by triplication from a velocity increase at the top of D 00 . The two short lines just below the stack refer to sections in the stack where pre-critical reflection from any negative discontinuity would appear (bold line), and where any multiple would appear (dashed line). The dotted line indicates the number of traces contributing to the stack at each target depth (right scale). No clear D2 feature is detected; even in a stack of over 180 seismograms one cannot identify any reflection from a deeper velocity decrease. The synthetic stacks in Figure 3 are not intended to match these data; a significantly smaller velocity increase would be required. migration of the same data set demonstrates that the negative amplitude arrival is actually an out-of-plane scattered arrival from the southwestern edge of the positive reflector region (A. Hutko et al., A folded slab of subducted lithosphere at the core-mantle boundary imaged by migration, submitted to Nature, 2005, hereinafter referred to as Hutko et al., submitted manuscript, 2005) . This interpretation is consistent with the lack of any strong negative amplitude feature (other than that associated with Sbc) in the double-array stack in Figure 4 or stacks for smaller bins in the region .
Discussion and Conclusion
[13] This investigation demonstrates that seismic detection of the deeper discontinuity in the double-crossing model of the phase transition of perovskite to post-perovskite and back is very challenging, and not supported by earlier published migrations or double-array stacks. The asymmetry of wave interactions with velocity increases versus velocity decreases makes the latter much harder to observe, as no triplication occurs and one can only seek precritical reflections. Contrary to the impression given by Hernlund et al. [2005] , these are predicted to be too small to reliably observe in individual waveforms or waveform profiles, relative to typical noise levels, and migration of a large number of data or a waveform stacking strategy is required to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio. Double-array stacking is attractive for this purpose, and potentially one can seek small negative amplitude arrivals as well as multiples in the coda of ScS, but detection is still very difficult. The published results that have been used to motivate the existence of a double-discontinuity model have not realistically resolved the deeper feature, given the data sets used and the limitations of the migration images. The negative amplitude arrivals that suggest negative reflectors must have a distinct explanation (Hutko et al., submitted manuscript, 2005) , with a scattering effect due to threedimensional structure perhaps enhancing the arrivals. Double-array stacks do not provide direct evidence in support of a double-discontinuity in one of the previously analyzed regions, but the feature is expected to be so subtle that it cannot be precluded given the data noise levels. However, with large numbers of carefully processed waveforms, other regions may support the existence of a double-discontinuity (Avants et al., submitted manuscript, 2005) , in which case important bounds on deep mantle thermal structure may be attainable. Seeing double is challenging, but may be possible.
